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Dear Porschephiles
The shackles are off, we are unfettered, it is time to get moving and running again.
1.0 70th Anniversary of Porsche Clubs.
26th May 1952 is when all this Porsche Club community began. It started with some 356 owners flashing their lights when they
come across another oncoming Porsche in the then hardly two years old Porsche, till a few of them got together and decided to
find the first Porsche Club in Westfalen, Germany. Thus 001 was born.
Now there are more than 700 Porsche Clubs Worldwide, including those under national umbrella clubs with more than 240,000
members. I have had the privilege to travel to various places in America and Europe and have had the opportunity to meet up
with fellow Porschephiles and joined their activities. That's the Porsche community and brotherhood. Over here in Asia, we are
even closer, sharing geographical proximity with the enduring Passion.
Here is a list of the selected foundation of official Porsche Clubs in our region before the foundation of our own Porsche Club
Malaysia.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

26.5.52 001 Westfalen
01.08.76 356 Club Japan
01.09.87 Japan
24.06.88 Singapore
18.03.90 Hong Kong
20.05.94 Thailand
23.12.98 Malaysia

Oldest in the Far East
• 18.09.63 New South Wales.
Other than these Porsche Clubs there are no legitimate Porsche Clubs
2.0 Shakedown of the 935
Originally built 935 was for Group 5 racing in the mid-1970s for endurance racing with Le Man in mind. Nicknamed the Moby
Dick for its sheer size, now reincarnated in modern form. This highly sought-after 935 has an allocation of TWO in the Asia
Pacific out of the 77 built with Porsche keeping, we suspect, 10 of them. Extremely rare, and powered by the GT2RS engine,
the dynamics are almost completely different. On its first shakedown appearance at Sepang, it timed an easy 2' 15 seconds.
That's a serious weapon.
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3.0 PCS and PCI
With the opening of travel restrictions, our brothers and sisters have organized their own cross-border excursions. PC Indonesia
had their own Drive of the Year, and PC Singapore, their first breakfast in Johore, which was a first in more than 2 years. 107
Porsches for a cross-border breakfast. The desire to get going is amazing.

4.0 Track days
Some of the PCS members continued to Sepang for their first track day in two years. As with PC track days, Rookies were
shown the track, lines, and orientation by professional instructors. Driving technique, seating positions, hand positions, turns-in,
and other safety aspects. We cannot stress safety enough. PCM was invited and did join in.
SDAP had their own track night as well. PCM members were there as well.
So that makes TWO track days in the month of May at Sepang. Annually we have 3 to 4 track days ourselves. It is good to
know we have charging facilities at Sepang now for EVs much to the delight of Taycan owners. Thanks, TTM for the
coordination.
On the subject of track days and commercial partners, Porsche is very selective on who they choose to partner with which is
usually A-list top-tier international companies and organizations. They have turned down freebies many times before when the
sponsors are deemed to be not up to the Marque and prestige of Porsche itself.
As for Sepang itself, PCM was invited to at least THREE track days to shakedown the track before the first F1. It worked for us,
Sepang got to test their track and equipment, and we got several free track days.
We have had free track days at Shah Alam and Pasir Gudang as well, usually when a new track surface was laid.

Free track days in 1999
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5.0 Cars and Coffee
This is a monthly event. May edition was at Belle Cafe out at Bukit Jalil. Reasonably priced and strategically located at the
entrance opposite Pavilion, the cafe was 50 pax full with PCM. Thanks, Dicky for the hospitality.
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6.0 718 GT4 RS
The latest GT4 now comes with the engine of the GT3RS. 500 + bhp in a 718 in a semi race set up. The quarter rear glass is
now replaced by additional air intakes to improve the cooling for this normally aspirated mid-engine road racer. The roar is
unbelievable. There is a total allocation of 6 for Malaysia, and this year's delivery is two. Both sold.

7.0 Taycan Cluster
It is inevitable that EV Porsches will be the future. We start this with the first Cluster in a short drive of 8 cars to Temiang. We
had structured clusters of 8 but will arrange more drives as the desire and participation levels far exceeded this inaugural drive.
Mike is the main man here.
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8.0 718 GT4 EV racers
The future of racing. Porsche has emerged and evolved from Mission E.
Using a GT4 silhouette, this car was fitted with a 600 bhp 'standard' engine borrowed from a Taycan. With this configuration and
no gears to speak of, the 65 - 35 rear-front power distribution and each wheel individually powered just goes and goes at an
alarming velocity. Rumors have it that Nürburgring’s timing is 6' 41" compared to 6' 45" for a GT2RS. Now, with the press of a
button to 'party mode', the power goes up to 1000 bhp. Compared to the most powerful 917 Can-Am of 1100, this can be
described in the terms 'Tres Bonkers'

9.0 Top Gun
This latest appearance of Maverick in Top Gun has already doubled Tom Cruise's box office takings. The promo was done with
Taycans with Mark Webber one of the drivers. This movie was in collaboration with Porsche, and the classic 911 is pure
desirability. Held at Aurum at Gardens for the premier, we must thank Munas for this.
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10.0 Convoy Leaders Program
It is ongoing training to eventually lead Convoys as more and more drives are being organized. Eldred & Adrian keep it up.

11.0 Goh Tong Jaya
Regular weekends get-togethers with small groups. Sometimes destinations vary, but getting together is the main objective of
Edwin
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12.0 Badminton
This is almost a weekly activity to sweat it out. Thanks, Ken Wong. We are so glad that we can properly plan and execute these
plans. But please do remember the SOPs. We are not completely out of it yet.

Your guys
Dato Derrick Lim
President
Key Soon Yue
President Emeritus /Advisor
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